CÆSAR AVGVSTVS
ISOLA DI CAPRI

REASONS

TO STAY
A LITTLE BIT

LONGER
ISLAND TOURS

CAPRI AND
ANACAPRI
TOUR

Walking around the alleys, overlooking seaviews, appreciating the natural
wonders of a island that has it all!
Accompanied by your own private guide, strolling around the historical city
center of Anacapri and Capri visiting the pedestrian centers.
ISLAND ROAD TOUR
Since Roman times, the unparalleled natural beauty of Capri has captured the
imagination of travelers. Sporty guests can enjoy exciting walks such as the
Sentiero dei Fortini, explore the magnificent villas of Emperor Tiberius and visit
the legendary Blue Grotto, made famous by Lord Byron. Our experienced guide
will introduce clients to Capri’s hidden treasures on foot or by car.

Duration: 4hrs

PRIVATE
EXCURSION
TO POMPEI

Very close to the Vesuvius still remain ancient Roman ruins: Pompeii.
In these archaeological sites you will have the unique occasion to walk
through narrow streets once passed by old roman people, admire their houses
beautifully decorated and understand the way they lived. The visit can be
done with or without a guide (you can require a specific language for your
tour), we suggest to book a guided one to appreciate better this excursion.

Duration: 8hrs
Tour includes:
•
Hydrofoil roundtrip tickets to Sorrento
•
Private car from the port of Sorrento to Pompeii and back.
•
Tickets for the entrance of the ruins

The prices do not include lunch

PRIVATE
EXCURSION
TO POMPEI

Very close to the Vesuvius still remain ancient Roman ruins: Pompeii.

+ Departure to Rome

In these archaeological sites you will have the unique occasion to walk
through narrow streets once passed by old roman people, admire their houses
beautifully decorated and understand the way they lived. The visit can be
done with or without a guide (you can require a specific language for your
tour), we suggest to book a guided one to appreciate better this excursion.

Duration: up to 10hrs
Hydrofoil one way tickets to Sorrento
Private car from the port of Sorrento to Pompeii
Tickets for the entrance of the ruins
Private Guide 2hrs disposal
Private car from Pompeii to HOTEL/TRAIN STATION/AIRPORT in Rome
•

•

•

•

•

Tour includes:

The prices do not include lunch

PRIVATE
EXCURSION
TO POMPEI

Very close to the Vesuvius still remain ancient Roman ruins: Pompeii.

+ Departure to Naples

In these archaeological sites you will have the unique occasion to walk
through narrow streets once passed by old roman people, admire their houses
beautifully decorated and understand the way they lived. The visit can be
done with or without a guide (you can require a specific language for your
tour), we suggest to book a guided one to appreciate better this excursion.

Duration: up to 10hrs
Hydrofoil one way tickets to Sorrento
Private car from the port of Sorrento to Pompeii
Tickets for the entrance of the ruins
Private Guide 2hrs disposal
Private car from Pompeii to HOTEL/TRAIN STATION/AIRPORT in Naples
•

•

•

•

•

Tour includes:

The prices do not include lunch

PRIVATE
EXCURSION TO
THE AMALFI COAST

There is the chance to visit this beautiful part of Campania by car.
You will be driven through the coast passing all the small and enchanting villages
Sorrento, Positano, Amalfi, to Ravello.
With a car at your disposal for the full day you may decide to stop for a relaxing
lunch very close to the sea, enjoy shopping or visit the historical areas.

Duration: 8hrs
Tour includes:
•
Hydrofoil roundtrip tickets to Sorrento
•
Private car from the port of Sorrento.Positano, Amalfi, to Ravello and
back.

The prices do not include lunch

MADE IN
NAPLES!

Discover Naples and the unique Art collection of the Chapel of San Severo! In the
historical centre of Naples you will find extraordinary art treasures like the lying
statue of the Christ that covered by a light veil. It’s created by one unique piece of
marble! After that discover the ancient St. Lawrence complex which is the heart of
Old Naples, to find in the basement of the Greek – Roman Neapolis backgrounds.
We guess you’ll be hungry by then! A quick LUNCH STOP (1hr) in a typical restaurant
recommended on sight according to your taste! Last but not least enjoy a nice
walking tour around the heart of the ancient city of Naples.

The Chapel of San Severo
+ San Lorenzo Complex
+ Walking tour

Duration: up to 8hrs

•

•

•

Don’t miss out on the chance to tailor made your own
unique Naples experience!
Combine or add any of the following sights to your
itinerary:
Fontanels Cemetary: A macabre walk in the heart
of the city of Naples
Galleria Borbonica (Bourbon Tunnel)
The Catacombs of Saint Januarius: Roman culture
in metamorphosis with the first Christians

Tour includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hydrofoil roundtrip tickets to Naples
Pick up from the hotel lobby by the guide
Roundtrip taxi ride on the island from/to the hotel to/from the port
Private car disposal for 6hrs in Naples
LUNCH STOP in a typical restaurant recommended on sight according to your taste!
Private Guide full day disposal
1hr Walking tour around the ancient city

The prices do not include lunch and entrances to MUSEUMS and SIGHTS

MADE IN
NAPLES!

Discover the Greek and Roman Aqueducts in the subsoil of Naples! We walk through
the old town’s lane “Decumano maggiore” and in the hyded corner of the Basilica
San Paolo Maggiore we will find the entrance to the “Napoli SOTTERANEO”, the
“subsoil” of Naples City.! Plus, according to your art preferences, take a trip to Visit
the Archeological Museum of Naples! Discover roman arts and artifacts of Pompeii,
Herculaneum as well as other destroyed cities by the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius in 79.
AD. or The Royal Palace of Capodimonte where you will find a unique exposition of
antique and modern Art from Michelangelo to Andy Warhol.

Napoli Sotterranea”, the underwold of Naples
+ The Archeological Museum
or The Royal Palace of Capodimonte

Duration: up to 8hrs

•

•

•

Don’t miss out on the chance to tailor made your own
unique Naples experience!
Combine or add any of the following sights to your
itinerary:
Fontanels Cemetary: A macabre walk in the heart
of the city of Naples
Galleria Borbonica (Bourbon Tunnel)
The Catacombs of Saint Januarius: Roman culture
in metamorphosis with the first Christians

Tour includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hydrofoil roundtrip tickets to Naples
Pick up from the hotel lobby by the guide
Roundtrip taxi ride on the island from/to the hotel to/from the port
Private car disposal for 6hrs in Naples
LUNCH STOP in a typical restaurant recommended on sight according to your taste!
Private Guide full day disposal
Museum visit

The prices do not include lunch and entrances to MUSEUMS and SIGHTS

“FORTINI”
(watchtowers)
Hiking excursion
of Anacapri!

Combine holiday with healthy exercises and culture by the private Fortini
(watchtowers) Hiking-Excursion on the island of Capri/Italy. When you walk
along Punta Carena’s path, you can reach the fortini (watchtowers), which
have provided for centuries a protection from sea attacks. You will explore the
Mediterranean flora and fauna and maybe find out very rare endemic species.
A light jacket is advisable in windy days. In warm days the sea will be inviting
for a swim, so do take your time for this opportunity too!

Duration: up to 4hrs
Difficulty rating: medium / steep flights of steps
Height loss/ Length: -270m (Anacapri to path Fortini) - 6,2 Km / 4 miles

•

•

Tour includes:
Pick up from the hotel lobby by the guide
Roundtrip taxi ride from the hotel to the lighthouse (beginning of the hike) and
then return from the Blue Grotto

VILLA JOVIS AND
VILLA LYSIS
From Roman Times to the
Golden Age of Capri!

We will start walking from the animated Piazzetta , passing close the small chapel
of San Michele and then the beautiful gardens of historical masonries and Villa
Moneta. Then we will reach the excavation sites of Villa Jovis, the palace where
the Roman emperor Tiberius, used to live. The ruins will let us imagine the power
and the wealth of the Roman Empire, legend and history melt, and enjoy the
amazing views.
The next stop will be at “Villa Lysis”, also called “Villa Fersen”. Our imagination
will easily lead us to the love nest of “Dandy” Adelsward Fersen and his secretary
Nino Cesarini. At the beginning of the 20th century – Capri’s Golden Age – many
parties were organized in the opium room of this villa.
Duration: up to 4hrs
Difficulty rating: low
Height loss/ Length: – 6 Km / 3,7 miles

•

•

Tour includes:
Pick up from the hotel lobby by the guide
Roundtrip taxi ride from the hotel to Capri Square

SORRENTO AND
THE “LIMONCELLO’S
TRANSPARENT
FACTORY”

Indulge in a unique experience to the liqueur industry of “Limoncello di Capri”,
through a guided tour along 60 meters, to see how the original Limoncello is
produced.
A tour of the entire production cycle, from the selection of the best lemons of
Sorrento IGP until bottling, in a charming location that offers countless amenities,
from shopping of products of excellence in a showroom of 250 square meters,
to relax in a bar overlooking the bay!

Duration: 8hrs
Tour includes:
•
Hydrofoil roundtrip tickets to Sorrento / Private Boat
•
Roundtrip taxi ride on the island from/to the hotel to/from the port
•
Private car disposal for 4hrs to get to the Transparent Factory and a
tour around Sorrento

FROM DUSK UNTIL DAWN…..

EVENING ESCURSION
TO NERANO
*Possibility to combine a tour around the island
at sunset time before heading to your wonderful
dinner!

As the sun goes down and sky fills with rich and sensual colour, let the peace
and tranquillity of a sunset cruise flow through you. Prepare yourself for a
romantic night while our skippers head for the mainland in Nerano to enjoy an
unforgettable dinner.
At the end of the evening, enjoy the star-studded sky on the way back to
Capri.
Duration: 4hrs
Boats:
Apreamare 30
Fjord 36
Itama 38
CN 45
Baia 50

380euros
475euros
525euros
735euros
945euros

The cost includes:
Boat rental, Towels, English speaking driver, Soft drinks and fruit
Prices mentioned do not include the cost of the dinner

BOAT
TOURS
It only takes 2 hours to visit this wonderful island from
the sea but to forget it….
it takes a lifetime.
Doesn’t matter how long you’re staying with us our ultimate goal is to show you
the beauty of this island, our local and truly Caprese skipper will give you at
least a hundred reasons to come back.
Starting off from our colourful marina Grande, to the unmissable Blue Grotto,
sailing off to Marina Piccola crossing the extraordinary Faraglioni rocks cruising
around Casa Malaparte, Villa Fersen and the Old Tiberius Villa…surely you’ll have
a lot to tell once you come back to us!
Our tours are completely private, you can stop anytime you desire, indulge in a
nice swim, stop for lunch exc.
The cost varies depending on the number of hours you will spend on the
boat.

THE GOZZO BOAT TOUR
The most traditional boat, approximately 8mtrs.

Plenty of space to sunbathe, relax and taste the true Caprese spirit.
Duration: 2 hrs to 8hrs
Costs: 200 euros for 2hrs; 320 euros for 4hrs; 370 euros for 8hrs.
The cost includes:
•

Boat rental
•
Towels
•
English speaking driver
•
Soft drinks and fruit
Our providers have plenty of luxurious, fast and comfortable boats that
can match every taste. Please do not hesitate to contact our concierge for
informations.
Prices do not include lunch and the tickets for the entrance to the Blue Grotto

DAY TRIPS SPEEDBOATS
Escape from Paradise for a day enjoying the many wonders of The bay of
Naples: The Amalfi Coast and the other islands.
Enjoying breathtaking views, picturesque towns and authentic true southern spirit.

CAPRI – POSITANO (Island tour included)
A pyramid of colouful cottages clinging to the cliff-face, ever since the
1950’s when the international jet set discovered the town, Positano has
been the place to be, and be seen, on the Amalfi Coast.

CAPRI – SORRENTO (Island tour included)
Sorrento’s charm lies in part in its sun drenched rustic simplicity. Quaint
artisan workshops packed together onto a maze of medieval alleys, with
the inevitable mix of locals and tourists bustling through the centre.

Duration: 8hrs

Duration: 8hrs

Boats:
• Fjord 36
• Itama 38
• CN 45
• Baia 50

Boats:
•
Fjord 36
•
Itama 38
•
CN 45
•
Baia 50

1.000euros
1.300euros
1.600euros
2.000euros

CAPRI – AMALFI (Island tour included)
xxx
Duration: 8hrs
Boats:
•
Fjord 36
•
Itama 38
•
CN 45
•
Baia 50

1.250euros
1.400euros
1.700euros
2.100euros

1.000euros
1.200euros
1.500euros
1.800euros

CAPRI – ISCHIA (Island tour included)
Ischia, the island of regeneration, of energies, of beauty and history.
It is the largest of the three islands off the coast of Naples, (Procida,
Capri and Ischia), and more than holds its own in this trinity of beauty
rising from the azure waters of the Tyrrhenian Sea.
Duration: 8hrs
Boats:
•
Fjord 36
•
Itama 38
•
CN 45
•
Baia 50

1.250euros
1.400euros
1.700euros
1.800euros

The cost includes: Boat rental, Towels, English speaking driver, Soft drinks and fruit.
Prices do not include lunch and the tickets for the entrance to the Blue Grotto

CÆSAR AVGVSTVS
ISOLA DI CAPRI

For every additional information please ask to our concierge

www.caesar-augustus.com ~ info@caesar-augustus.com ~ Skype: Hotelcaesaraugustus
Italia ~ 80071 Anacapri ~ Via G. Orlandi, 4 ~ Ph. +39 081 8373395

